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The AES Standards Committee is the organization responsible for the standards
program of the Audio Engineering Society. It publishes technical standards,
information documents and technical reports. Working groups and task groups with a
fully international membership are engaged in writing standards covering fields that
include topics of specific relevance to professional audio. Membership of any AES
standards working group is open to all individuals who are materially and directly
affected by the documents that may be issued under the scope of that working group.
Complete information, including working group scopes and project status is available
at http://www.aes.org/standards. Enquiries may be addressed to standards@aes.org
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This standard documents 8P8C (RJ45) pin-outs commonly used in analog and digital professional audio
applications to carry four links, including channel/link order, signal polarity and phantom power
compatibility. Type numbers are assigned to these variations, allowing manufacturers to easily specify
which wiring standard is used in a particular piece of equipment. Users may use these type numbers to
assess compatibility of disparate equipment in a given application. This standard also documents practical
application details of interest to users of this technology. Conformance with this standard will identify
mutually compatible devices, enabling users to avoid problems when employing equipment from multiple
manufacturers.
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An AES standard implies a consensus of those directly and materially affected by its scope and provisions
and is intended as a guide to aid the manufacturer, the consumer, and the general public. The existence of an
AES standard does not in any respect preclude anyone, whether or not he or she has approved the document,
from manufacturing, marketing, purchasing, or using products, processes, or procedures not in agreement
with the standard. Prior to approval, all parties were provided opportunities to comment or object to any
provision. Attention is drawn to the possibility that some of the elements of this AES standard or
information document may be the subject of patent rights. AES shall not be held responsible for identifying
any or all such patents. Approval does not assume any liability to any patent owner, nor does it assume any
obligation whatever to parties adopting the standards document. This document is subject to periodic review
and users are cautioned to obtain the latest edition. Recipients of this document are invited to submit, with
their comments, notification of any relevant patent rights of which they are aware and to provide supporting
documentation.
Audio Engineering Society Inc., 551 Fifth Avenue, Room 1225, New York, NY 10176, US.
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This foreword is not part of the AES72-2019 AES standard on interconnections — Application of RJ45-type
connectors and quad twisted pair cable for audio interconnections.
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This document was developed under project AES-X246 based on original work by Anthony Kuzub with
assistance by Frank Lockwood, Ron Lynch, Kevin Lyver, Tristan Miller, and Neil Muncy. The document
was drafted by Richard Cabot with input from Jeff Berryman, Jim Brown, Rick Chinn, John Grant, Richard
Hess, Helmut Jahne, David Josephson, RJ Kenny, Dave Knepper, Anthony Kuzub, Frederik Leiße, Jim
Meyer, Markus Natter, Bruce Olson, Ray Rayburn, John Schmidt, John Woodgate, and Chris Woolf.

Note on normative language

In AES standards documents, sentences containing the verb "shall" are requirements for compliance with the
standard. Sentences containing the verb "should" are strong suggestions (recommendations). Sentences
giving permission use the verb "may.” Sentences expressing a possibility use the verb "can".
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The RJ45 - 8P8C connector and quad twisted pair cable has become ubiquitous throughout the datacom (data
communications) industry for Ethernet connections. This high-volume usage has greatly reduced costs,
making the hardware attractive for other applications. In typical installations, it is necessary to connect
multiple signals from one location to another. Consequently several manufacturers have developed schemes
to connect 4 balanced analog audio signals or 4 balanced AES3 connections using this hardware.
Unfortunately equipment from different manufacturers is often incompatible. This standard identifies the
commercially available variants and specifies a labeling scheme so users may select compatible equipment or
takes steps to alleviate the problems.
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This standard documents 8P8C (RJ45) pin-outs commonly used in analog and digital professional audio
applications, including channel/link order, signal polarity and phantom power compatibility. Conformance
with this standard will identify mutually compatible devices, enabling users to avoid problems when
employing equipment from multiple manufacturers.
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